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Background to projects

 2012-2016: ‘Towards Dolly: Edinburgh, Roslin and 
the Birth of Modern Genetics’: 23 collections 
relating to animal genetics in Edinburgh (funded 
by the Wellcome Trust)

 2017: ‘Cataloguing the papers of Sir Kenneth and 
Lady Noreen Murray’ (funded by the Darwin Trust 
of Edinburgh)

 Animal genetics and molecular biology research 
in Edinburgh, covering 1890s-2010s

 Personal papers of scientists, institutional records, 
research data, oral histories



Science collections: diverse 

contexts

 Science intersects with a variety 

of spheres: public/private, 

national/international

 It’s about people (health, 

careers, reputation, personal 

lives) as well as research

 Wide-ranging considerations 

which go beyond DP



Different record types, different 

sensitivities

 Legal – disputes, international hearings, range of documents, legal 

privilege and client confidentiality

 Commercial – patents, heads of agreement, contracts, intellectual 
property, commercial confidentiality

 Personal:

- Individuals within institutions – employment/personnel records, 

recruitment and disputes

- Nature of scientific networks – personal opinions and relationships, 

referee reports, nominations for awards

- Overlap of professional and personal material – diaries and love 

letters

- Public (inc. minors) writing to scientists in sensitive contexts



Context-based sensitivities

 Career-sensitive (grant applications, unpublished research/data, 

referee reports) - can depend on age/status of individual, nature of 

research, content of record

 Documents such as CVs: academics often publish CVs online, 

though may be made sensitive by job/grant applications and 

personal details (eg potential animal rights activity)

 Nature of research – data, ideas, methodologies etc can remain 

privileged

 Personal info – subject may be deceased, but still sensitive for family 

members/colleagues



Methodology

 Using/adapting existing frameworks (eg. Scottish Information Commissioner 

and Wellcome Trust guidance)

 Examples of best practice/methodologies from elsewhere (eg. Walter Bodmer

project)

 In-house rules and practices

 Decision to create spreadsheet recording closure and restriction decisions; 

including standardised rules and text for catalogue

 Screening carried out on file by file basis (time- and resource-dependent)

 ArchivesSpace allows recording of access/closure decision and review/open 

date

 Oral histories – redacting for access copies









Concluding thoughts

 In-house practice depends on how risk-averse/comfortable the repository is

 How to implement record review dates – eg. prompts built into catalogue?

 Managing restrictions within an integrated digital repository and cataloguing 
system

 Managing access in a flexible but controlled way

 ‘Archival privilege’, or responsibility for managing sensitivity shared between 
creator, donor/depositor and repository?


